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New Fox Strategy
Fox Has Sold The Majority Of Its Assets As It Looks To Pivot Its Strategy Around The Power Of Live Content

OTT

DISTRIBUTION

• Don't see a substantial or profitable a la carte market in the near
term for a Fox-only D2C offering

• Continue to believe that a package of channels and services will
be the dominant form of distribution for the foreseeable future

• At 21CF, they were actively developing a D2C suite offering, and Fox has
retained those capabilities and technologies in the spinoff

• Collectively, just 7 cable and satellite distributors and television station
groups account for the overwhelming majority of their affiliate revenues
• In almost every relationship they have with a distributor, they go to market
with all of their brands concurrently

• Naturally planning their business around subscriber erosion led
by the traditional distributors, particularly the satellite providers

• The bundle will continue to evolve, particularly with tech entrants
emerging with innovative offerings and sizable growth plans

• Consumers have a variety of ways to digitally interact with their brands,
including through authenticated apps and distributors' digital platforms
• See their future as not being just 2 revenue streams of affiliate revenue
and advertising revenue

• Distribution of their brands on emerging digital distributors has provided
maximum insulation to the cord cutting that is challenging the MVPDs

STRATEGY

ADVERTISING
• In a unique position given that 70% of their total advertising
revenue, including local, is attributable to live news and sports

• Fox will continue to be a growth company that invests in both
organic and external opportunities

• More than 90% of an advertiser's ability to reach consumers via the
highest quality scripted content has evaporated
• Have met with major agencies and advertisers leading to this upfront, and
have had an outstanding response to their development slate

• Will take a selective, opportunistic and disciplined approach to M&A, but
currently do not have a major acquisition opportunity on the horizon
• Won't get distracted by assets that are not correlated to their core
businesses or strategic direction

• For the first time they are pulling together advertising across
both news, sport and entertainment on their digital platforms

• Will harness opportunities created by industry disruption with a
suite of powerful brands that resonate in any distribution model

• Able to sell 1 commercial reel across all platforms at a higher CPM than
what was previously achieved by selling linear and digital separately

• Focus is to differentiate through appointment viewing that brings groups
together, spark conversations and triggers social media moments

As cord-cutting quickens, is a DTC product essential, or can they rely on vMVPD distribution to reach younger audiences?
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Sports
Fox Bet Is A Big First Move In The Race To Capitalize On The Legalization Of Sports Gambling In The U.S.

SPORTS RIGHTS

GAMBLING

• Largest cost category, sports rights, has increased for the last 25
years consistent with other media rights holders

• Always looking to the future, broadening their sports lineup and
anticipating growth opportunities in the world of sports betting

• Most of their major rights are locked in until at least 2022, and will be
disciplined in their approach to rights renewals and acquisitions

• Expect that by 2025, sports wagering in this country will be close to a $7
billion market
• There's going to be an additional $1 billion of marketing and sponsorship
on top of that

• Live sports truly stands alone as the only type of content that
allows marketers to build reach quickly

• Will drive fan engagement and will become a growth category for
sports advertising at the national and local levels

• Over the last 2 years, Fox Sports produced 33 events that averaged at
least 20 million viewers
• Shared experiences makes them more valuable in Pay-TV consideration to
advertisers and fans alike

• Have seen the growth potential in digital sports wagering in other markets,
and are confident that the U.S. will follow a similar trajectory

TSG TRANSACTION

ESPORTS
• Belief in the “power of now” extends to the world of video gaming
and Esports

• Fox Bet, a fully integrated partnership with The Stars Group, is
the first national media and sports wagering partnership of its
kind in the U.S.

• Investment in the real-time social broadcasting platform, Caffeine, gives
them the opportunity to capitalize on any gaming content that is popular
at that moment
• Can monetize that audience through both advertising and digital goods

• Fox will invest approximately $240 million to acquire a 4.99% stake in The
Stars Group
• Allows for the ability to convert their long-term commercial partnership
into a 50-50 joint venture partnership in the future
• Fox licenses its brand to create Fox Bet, in return for which, Fox will
receive a long-term stream of brand license fees along with minimum
marketing commitments and affiliate referral payments

As major sports media deals come up for renewal in the coming years, how aggressive will Fox pursue these rights?
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News
Fox News Has Grown Into A Multiplatform Business To Capitalize On Audiences’ Changes In Consumption

AUDIENCE

MULTI-PLATFORM

• Fox News is the fifth most watched network in all of television
behind only Fox and the other 3 broadcasters

• Over the years, have fundamentally transformed the business and
are truly agnostic to the form in which their content is consumed

• Marks 17 consecutive years as the #1 network in cable news

• Nationally recognized multimedia brand with 2 fully distributed cable
networks and robust businesses across digital, mobile, social and DTC

• Fox News has a highly engaged audience, with over 90% of TV
news content consumed live

• Created new monetization models to capitalize on the everexpanding choices consumers have to engage with their content

• Ability to consistently deliver live, large and upscale and engaged
audiences has resulted in consistent and stable growth in advertising
revenue
• In a world of shortening attention spans, Fox News Channel has an
average length of tune of 32 minutes

• Leveraging their world-class newsgathering talent, staff and operations
without having to build duplicate infrastructures
• Reach over 200 million people each month with over half coming from
platforms outside of their linear cable networks

OTT

DIGITAL

• Technology and consumption options have dramatically changed,
and capitalized on these changes by expanding their business

• In 2018, they were #1 in the entire digital news marketplace in
engagement with 34 billion total minutes spent on FoxNews.com

• Launched the first-ever direct-to-consumer news brand, Fox Nation,
geared towards the Fox News super fan
• Have seen incredible growth in subscribers with a high conversion rate
and a high content engagement

• Unique visitors grew 56% since 2016, and currently reach over 100 million
people each month
• Created a social-first news product called Fox News Update after being
approached by Facebook

• Fox News produces, owns and has complete control over all of
their multi-platform programming

• See digital audio as a rapidly expanding opportunity to grow their
reach and revenue
• Launched Fox News on all major smart speakers, and their podcasts have
been downloaded nearly 23 million times in the last quarter

• Allows them to keep costs under control and to monetize effectively
across all mediums

Will the success of their direct-to-consumer service cannibalize viewership of their more lucrative linear network?
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Entertainment
Fox Entertainment Has More Freedom Over Their Programming Without The Backing Of The Studio

PRODUCTION

PROGRAMMING

• New strategy and structure allows them to have ownership of
shows without the margin strain from studio overhead

• Without an associated television studio, they can now be an
entirely demand-driven programmer

• Can now do what's best for the network and its bottom line versus
servicing overall deals and balancing studio priorities
• Greater flexibility to enter into co-production agreements across the
industry, drawing on some of the most talented creators

• Broadens the pool they can program from and will lead to a better,
broader, more competitive schedule

• Deliver fewer hours of weekly programming to affiliates than their
peers which allows them to focus on doing fewer things better

• Still proudly partner with TCF TV but now their slate includes
pilots and script deals with a diverse set of studios

• Empowers them to be much more discerning when considering the
entertainment content they green light
• They can know and value all of their creators personally and take great
care of them

• Expect to benefit from the upside of equity ownership in co-production
arrangements across scripted, animation and unscripted

LIVE

SIDECAR
• SideCar is a business they opened earlier this year, and is what
they are calling a content development accelerator

• Well positioned to relaunch Fox Broadcasting as a part of Fox
Entertainment with a portfolio of assets and capabilities

• Purposely located off the studio lot but remains as focused on Fox goals
as any internal developer
• Fortifies their digital partnerships and social strategies without needing to
sacrifice financial discipline and startup intensity

• There has never been a better time to redefine what a fully distributed
broadcast entertainment company can mean to viewers and consumers
• No larger stage and no bigger storefront window for creators and viewers
and advertisers than broadcast

• Quietly and efficiently diversifies Fox, and attracts talent and
partners in ways the broadcast network alone might not be able

• Will provide the most blockbuster live content anywhere, making
them the destination for massive live and near-live audiences

• Brings production capabilities to Fox without needing to add owner's
overhead the way traditional studios have done in the past

• Translates to an extremely attractive promotional platform for their key
initiatives across all units

Will they be able to outbid the many new OTT platforms that are looking to build up their library of premium content?
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Local Stations
Fox TV Stations Will Further Expand Their Live News Coverage To Deepen The Relationship With Viewers

PROGRAMMING

LOCAL

• Have more time to program than CBS, NBC and ABC affiliates,
which is a big advantage financially

• Local news delivers a consistent and predictable live audience
and generates the highest return on investment

• Allows them to establish better branding, community connections and
advertiser effectiveness
• Can leverage their promotional platform and funnel audiences into local
programming in which the station retains essentially all the ad revenue

• Since all local news programming is produced internally, FTS maintains
complete control over the cost basis
• Consistently expanded news hours over the years and will be producing
over 1,000 hours a week in fiscal 2020

• Focus is on live, local and day and day, which includes talk
shows, entertainment shows, game shows and court shows

• Local advertising is dependent on live ratings with small amounts
of title shifting, which provides a much better environment

• Experimenting with several new formats which focus on sports, politics
and entertainment with the local celebrities

• Political sales have been a spectacular category for their as they occupy
crucial high population states with critical election coverage impact

MARKETS

SPECTRUM
• The biggest incremental financial asset for them is in unlocking
significantly more value from their vast high-quality spectrum

• The Fox Television Stations Group operates 28 broadcast
stations and has tremendous scale and reach across the country

• Will be enabled by an exponential increase in spectrum capacity by
employing the technology called ATSC 3.0
• Announced a large rollout a few weeks ago whereby 3.0 will be
operational in at least 40 markets by 2020

• Deep ties in 17 local markets, representing 38% of the country, but most
importantly, 9 of the top 10 markets and 14 of the top 20
• Overlap key sports markets with 17 being home to an NFL team and 13
home to a Major League Baseball team

• Do not believe that the greatest use of this technology is to
deliver a higher-quality over-the-air signal

• Continue to assess their station footprint and consider expanding
in the right markets if they become available at the right price

• Could send out targeted map and traffic data or provide large fleet-wide
software updates for autonomous vehicles

• There are consistent characteristics of which they would look for in
potential acquisition

As consumers interact more with digital platforms, how fast will political advertising dollars leave the linear ecosystem?
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